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Prologue

It belonged to me and always will, yet people around me use it more than me, of what do I speak?

My name, People call me Cain, I was born and raised in a small village called Hernais, near the capital city

Theobald. The city was surrounded by a dark forest where people would hunt, but we are told not to travel

far for there will be no turning back. We lived by the rule of king Daron, a ruthless king, enjoyed bringing

pain to the peasants, collecting high taxes and most of the food, some of them wanted to rebel, but it’s like

dog barking and the wind just blowing, nothing changes. There were few cities in the country where lords

owned them, yet still remained under the kings’ influence. The country we lived in called Karistor, Kingdom

of the north as people would call it, there are few more countries around and each one of them has his own

king, I never had the chance to travel.

I’m a blacksmith; our smithy is outside of the village on a hill so they won’t get touched by the fire. We had

to move it after few incidents inside the village. The village wasn’t that big, most of us were peasants, yet

some of us dreamed about becoming one of the city guards, successful merchant etc. I didn’t wish any of

this; after all I already knew my destiny was to be a blacksmith, it passed from my grandfather, to my father

and to me. The whole family lived in one big house on that hill, it was peaceful, quiet and we didn’t have to

suffer much from the taxes because after all father created fine iron for the king. We didn’t own much, but

good enough to buy supplies, food and tools for the smithy in case something broke. Mother always

considered Father for having gold hands, he was modest and told us he only has silver hands, and his father

actually was the one with gold hands. He was right, my grandfather, Yalin, was wielding the smithy like an

artist using paintbrush creating its’ masterpiece. Even though the iron was cheap he could create miracles

with them, his creation served the customers for years, they didn’t have to return, but they did just to get

more of his creations. But after serving the king for decades his heart gave up and passed away, father had

to take over, he was already trained by his father but he never lived the expectations like his father. That’s

why people call him silver hands. Me, well…I was horrible at this at first, no talent, and my father,

Alexander, always enjoyed insulting me, calling me names, that my hands aren’t coming from the right hole.

As you probably already know, being a blacksmith means you have to be strong, after I turned 18 I started

to get the physical shape that one should have, Father was already 42 years old by then. I was already

engaged to a beautiful golden haired woman called Agatha, who is going to be mother of my children. She

has younger brother, Bennet, he is a physician, owns a clinic in Theobald. He never liked me, maybe because

of my clumsy hands, or maybe he is just thinks I’m better than him, he is lonely and takes his work seriously,

never leaves the clinic or the city except from our wedding that will be in the future and family meetings,

like holidays. Their parents died of illness when Bennet was just a child, so Agatha had to take care of him

till he grown up and became a physician so others won’t die from illness or other wounds, he wants to save

lives.

It wasn’t so lonely in the village after all, I had few friends, Giles, was the hunter among us, he was skillful in

gutting animals and his family runs the cloth shop in the village, although his father was useless, drunken

and weak so Giles had to do most of the work, his mother and sister sew the clothes by the skin that he

would collect. Giles was an outside person, didn’t like to stay at home much and walk around the village,

sometimes went to the city to have some fun in brothels or just visit some people that I don’t know of, in

short he was socially active. Curtis was the wisest among us, he always saw the pros and cons about

everything, so he questions everything to truly understand and doesn’t want to accept something just like

that. He is learning to learn in order to learn, that’s one of his smart sentences that he used, and he was



actually the only one among us who knew how to read and how to write. Angus, a true warrior, lonely

though, doesn’t want to be around people much, but he has character, he is ambitious, if he wanted

something he could get it, too bad he is never socially active, he sees everything as distraction. I somehow

respect and hate him in the same time, he was mysterious in some way, and I just couldn’t understand him

sometimes, unlikely Curtis who could understand everything He has pretty much wealthy family, well

wealthier than ours that’s for sure, his family is known to the whole village because his father is the village

elder, Lobart was his name, older brother who serves under the king, I can’t really say that he is a true

warrior like his brother, but I guess each one of us donates his service for the living in his own way. There is

a general store inside the village, Helga was running it, fine woman, Agatha works for her for few years now,

serious woman, but after work she is like a friend. Agatha trusted her, so I trusted her too. She was older

than us, she never told us a precise age, but we assumed around 40-50, she has a white hair but still a young

face, with two pigtails on each side.

Twenty five years have passed, I’m 43 years old, and I still work at the smithy, but everything changed, war,

Daron wanted to control the coast at east so he waged war against King Damarion ruler of the Jedrek,

Damarion was a weak king, but loved by his people, because he would listen to them and won’t let them

suffer, but he doesn’t know how to behave during war, he has the best fleet that people ever seen. Daron

wanted the fleet for himself, and because the country itself is surrounded by mountains and hills the fleet

was useless against us. Jedrek won’t stand a chance; therefore he called for assistance from his allies,

Queen Erika, a true and powerful woman, I wouldn’t say honorable because he soldiers are most bandits

who ran away from different countries, but they were ruthless, fearless warriors so they were useful to

Damarion. Daron only had to control the city Craagan in order to control whole Jedrek, because if he

controls it then he will control the fleet, I don’t know about loyalty but their morality will fall and Damarion

will be forced to surrender. I’m not sure how successful we will be, with Erika’s help, we may not win, they

can raid our patrols in the woods, our suppliers, everything, she can send thieves to clear villages; destroy

them behind Daron’s back. He went for a serious move, Can’t say I hope he will be successful, but at least it

keeps me busy by the fact that I create weapons for him and I’m not forced out of the village in order to

serve him by his side, to tell the truth I prefer to spit on his corpse than fight for him. I wish father was here

to help me with this, but few years ago he died. Mother is still with us, she helps Agatha with the children. I

have three children, Klaus the oldest son, 23 years old, an apprentice helping me around, has my handless

touch, in short he is horrible as I was, but he somehow reminds me of my grandfather, Yalin, somehow

when I let him create something it comes out perfect, if he wasn’t clumsy sometimes, I guess he is me and

Yalin combined, the clumsy artist, I’m proud of him, he will be a true man, not as handsome as me but still

he will change the world. My Daughter, Lara, 20 years old, beautiful woman, treasure of my life, she has

mothers’ eyes, blue like the clear sky, Golden hair, she is a musician, plays the violin, educated child, I gave

her everything because she deserved it, a true talent, , independent, and a lot of men from Theobald love

her when she was performing but I don’t let anyone touch her, I’m over protective when it comes to my

family, I’m sure there will be one man who will take her hand, and I will give him my blessing, but that day

hasn’t arrived yet, maybe because of this war, maybe in the south someone, maybe even in the wealthiest

city ever created, Gardimon, it belonged to the king Zaurac, neutral, objective leader, he owns the center

with it many cities like the most known and feared city, Vortin, a city filled with mercenaries, hired

assassins, killers and many other feared men who are unknown to the world. Gardimon is a city of scholars,

educated people, and has the best guards within, and has the biggest treasury for people out there are

most rich merchants or educated people who show talent and promise and able to advance the city



forward. This city isn’t conquering anything, people seem to join them willingly therefore they control a lot

of land. Maybe she will be able to marry someone from there, I don’t know yet, we’ll see. And my youngest

daughter, Kella, she has warriors’ heart, she reminds me of Angus, she could get the job done, and always

enjoyed fights. During my young age Father taught me how to fight, with sword and how to use my hands

properly, but he told me never to engage on my own, only in a time of need I shall fight, and only if I have

no choice, and so I passed my training to her, she is only 16 years old, but it doesn’t mean she will have to

be in the kitchen her whole life. Everyone goes by his chosen path, Klaus will be the man of this house, he

will take care of the smithy, Lara will be my unfinished chance to travel, people invited her to perform in

many cities, I wish her the best, I hope though that no one will try to use her, hope to hear from her soon,

my treasure. As for Kella, well, she controls the inn now as the current champion, for young female she

could fight and her body build wasn’t as for gentle lady, but as a true warrior. I’m proud of each one of my

children, even sometimes they would disappoint me, but no one is successful, I still didn’t know how to read

unlikely Lara with her music education she learned how to read and how to write. She would send us letters

from her travels telling us how it was, but we had to go to the village elder, Lobart, and he would read it to

us.

I was too old to learn how to read, maybe I’m just too lazy, my children had other concerns, Kella would

earn her coin through fights, she was a rebel, even though I told her not to seek fights she wouldn’t listen,

but I guess as long she gets her coin everything is fine, in addition people underestimate her because she is

a woman, their mistake.

The war affected everyone, my friends, Giles ran away like a dog to the woods when the war began, he had

connections with the city and as a hunter he knew how to survive out there.

Curtis traveled to Gardimon to study there, although his caravan was under attack by group of bandits and

few were reported alive from that raid, his fate is unknown, maybe he was one of the survivors or maybe

the report of the lives was about the bandits themselves, after all Gardimon troops were with that caravan

gathering talents.

Angus, he suffered the most, his brother was reporting missing during the war, Angus stopped speaking to

anyone, he decided to join the troops and to the war, I don’t know where he is serving precisely at the

moment, but even though I was a bit jealous of him at the youth, I hope he is alive and well, and king Daron

didn’t send him to his death. My best guess was that he is looking for his brother; the unknown may bring

the most pain.

Helga’s shop was still open, business as usual, and with this war I had to go there often to get supplies for

the smithy and work on it with Klaus.

Do you believe one man can change the world?

At first I didn’t believe so, after few months and the war still going, and nothing heard from my friends and

we weren’t touched by the war, because after all we are near the city, maybe other villages suffered, but

we didn’t have the pleasure to hear news from them. I tried to stay away from the war and the suffering it

brought with it, but sometimes nothing goes according to plan.

My life completely changed because of one incident that followed by cause and effect, one thing for sure

many suffered and the world was never the same after that.
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